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BKP365 Connect is a game-changing 

solution built for partners to 

monetize.

The platform uses artificial intelligence to 

backup, manage and analyze millions of 

files from one centralized location.

Gain a competitive advantage by selling a 

superior cloud product that’s not currently 

on the market.

Built on AWS

PARTNER PROGRAM
Built To Monetize. Made For You.
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Zero Investment
No up-front partnership fees. Only

pay for what you use.

Customize Features
Cherry pick the advanced

capabilities you wish to sell.

Fully Automated 
Spend less time on admin. From

payments to invoicing, the entire 
platform is  automated.

Set Your Own Prices
Start making money instantly. 
by selling storage and users at a 
price you determine.

Easy To Use
Who doesn’t love a user-friendly 
system?! There is no technical skill 
required to use BKP365 Connect.

Expand Target Market
Grow your business. Target SMBs and
Enterprises within a diverse range of 
industries.

Our program offers partners a unique opportunity to generate revenue in a
crowded marketplace.

Why Sell BKP365 Connect
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What Makes Us Different?
Unlike others, BKP365 Connect is built with A.I. This means we’ve 

been able to integrate a number of advanced capabilities that you 

can monetize. Joining our program allows you to benefit from a

fully automated and customizable solution. You also get to set your

own prices.

Your path to success begins with BKP365 Connect. Get ahead of 

the curve and become a hero to your customers.



Instant Document Discovery
No need to remember filenames. Search files 
instantly by content and keywords.

Video Streaming
Stream and share HD and 4K videos 
on any device, without buffering.

A.I. Photo Detection
The technology automatically detects the objects 
within images, allowing you to find them by tags.

Mobile Backup
Monetize a service that allows your customers to 
backup their files from their Android and iOS device.

Storage & Users
Meet the requirements of customers by supplying 
ultra-secure storage, servers and users.

Features You Can Monetize
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Advantages

Set your own prices and packages

A.I. features to monetize

Fully automated platform

No long-term contracts

There are a number of advantages to joining our
program. With years of experience and 100s of
partners, we understand your needs and how you 
can best serve your customers.

Growth in revenue
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In less than 5 minutes, you can be on your way to a successful 
and thriving cloud business.

Elevate your IT service.

SIGN UP TODAY!

Ready To Get Started?

www.bkp365.com +91 9212 000 234
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sales@bkp365.com

3 Shortlands, Hammersmith, W68DA, London, United Kingdom


